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Abstract
Directional Modulation (DM) techniques provide wireless communication security
against passive eavesdropping by means of specific physical layer characteristics. The
original symbol constellations are transmitted along pre-specified spatial direction of
legitimate users, while phase-amplitude distorted symbols are transmitted along the
undesired directions of eavesdropper. In this paper, a comprehensive review of DM
techniques and the most recent developments in this area are discussed. An analysis
from three independent Physical Layer Security (PLS) viewpoints; communications,
information-theoretic and cryptographic perspective is presented. Different performance metrics in literature are compared and the need for unified PLS approach is
emphasized. As DM techniques constitute a relatively new class of PLS, there is no
systematic organization of these techniques so far. This paper presents a classification
framework for DM comprising of two main categories; angular (1D) and range-angular
(2D) techniques. The former secures data along angular direction of physical space,
while the latter provides security within certain range (distance) from the transmitter
along desired angular direction. Further sub-categorization is based on the under-lying
physical layer parameters exploited to achieve security, i.e. space, time, frequency,
phase and polarization. The proposed framework is generic, flexible and extend-able
to future research. In the end, limitations of existing techniques are pointed out and
research directions are suggested.
Keywords: Angular directional modulation, Antenna subset modulation,
Cryptography, Directional modulation techniques, Encryption strength, Frequency
diverse array, Information theoretic security, Physical layer randomness, Physical layer
security, Polarization sensitive array, Range-angular directional modulation, Time
modulated array

1 Introduction
Wireless communication has seen unprecedented growth over the past decade. There
is an ever-increasing reliance upon wireless networks for sharing confidential information, e-health, defence communication, financial transactions and banking. Seamless
and secure high speed network connectivity is the demand of modern day. Extremely
dense and de-centralized deployment of basestations in next generation networks is
© The Author(s) 2022. Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits
use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original
author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third
party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or
exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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envisioned to potentially bring about the revolutionary technological advancements
of internet-of-things (IoT), machine-to-machine (M2M) and millimeter wave (mmW)
short range communication. At the core of these developments, however, information
security at ultra-high data rates remains a critical issue [1]. Although traditional cryptographic methods for data security are reliable and robust, their complexity and computational cost at ultra-high data rates rises exponentially. That is because these techniques
rely upon bit-level operations controlled by certain highly nonlinear hard-to-invert
mathematical functions. The development of light encryption algorithms focusses on
lowering the computational expense by reducing the complexity of algorithm. However,
light encryption algorithms are more susceptible to attacks [2].
The increasing demand for computationally cheap yet reliable data security methods
have encouraged researchers to explore the lowest layer of communication protocol
stack, i.e. physical (PHY) layer. Data security techniques implemented at this layer of the
protocol architecture are, subsequently, called physical layer security (PLS) techniques.
PLS techniques have been envisioned either to completely replace or complement existing bit-level cryptographic approaches for data security and confidentiality [3]. Another
driving factor behind PLS is that 5G networks will be decentralized. If conventional
cryptographic approaches are applied, key management and distribution becomes very
challenging.
Directional modulation (DM) is one of the broad categories of PLS techniques that has
seen a lot of research interest over the last decade. DM techniques aim to create directional information beam along a pre-specified target direction and transmit distorted
signal along all the undesired directions. Hence, original constellation of data symbol is
transmitted in a narrow directive beam towards the direction of legitimate user(s) only.
In this way, DM techniques are effective against passive eavesdropping [4–7].
A thorough literature review suggests that there are three independent research paradigms to study PLS; communications [8–16], information-theoretic [17–21] and cryptographic treatment [22–27]. As all these paradigms are derived from independent fields
of study, some stark differences between their viewpoints and performance evaluation
mechanisms can be observed, as discussed in Section II. Fundamentally derived from
the concepts of wireless communication, communications approach focuses on probabilistic parameters like symbol error rate (SER), mean squared error (MSE) and outage
probability [11], which are directly linked to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Subsequently,
all the optimization approaches from the perspective of communications try to maximized SNR for good signal reception for legitimate receiver while minimizing it for all
the illegitimate receivers in the network. Information-theoretic approach to PLS is fundamentally structured around the idea of revolutionary Shannon’s perfect secrecy systems [17]. Later on, Wyner introduced wiretap channel model [18]. It is inspired by an
effort to explore the role of noise in secure communication. Secrecy capacity and secrecy
outage probability are commonly used metrics for performance evaluation in this
approach which are again linked to SNR [21]. Cryptographic paradigm is mostly applied
on the upper layers of protocol stack. Assuming that the channel is perfectly noiseless
between transmitter and receiver, channel characterization is irrelevant in this approach.
This is a non-realistic assumption especially for researchers working on PHY layer for
which channel noise and channel characterization are major concerns. Nonetheless,
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modern encryption ciphers are designed based on this assumption of noiseless channel. Data security is measured in terms of encryption strength based on a battery of statistical randomness tests which are rigorous and extensive. Researchers from different
PLS domains are beginning to notice these differences and are looking for an integrated
approach for data security. Physical layer randomness (PLR) is one such metric which
offers a direction comparison of encryption strength of PHY layer techniques with cryptographic encryption algorithms [22].
1.1 Existing surveys

While there are several survey papers [8–15] on PLS in general, there is only one paper
specifically focussing on DM techniques [16]. In [8], authors have presented a survey of
PLS and its potential for deployment in three promising wireless technologies; heterogeneous networks, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and millimeter wave
communication. The main focus of this paper is data confidentiality by techniques which
use intrinsic noise of physical communication medium. A review on multiple antenna
techniques for PLS is given in [9]. In this paper, transmitter beamforming designs for
securing point-to-point link, multi-user system and heterogeneous networks are discussed. In [10], a survey of PLS for authentication and confidentiality by exploitation of
channel randomness is presented. A survey of information-theoretic approach for data
authentication and confidentiality is presented in [11]. In this paper, security techniques
for MIMO, heterogeneous networks, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and PLS
coding are discussed. In [12], authors have discussed security vulnerabilities and threats
present in the technologies associated with 5G networks. An outline of security vulnerabilities of post-5G networks is also provided and research directions for coping with
security challenges related to each technology are highlighted. A detailed survey on PLS
techniques against passive eavesdropping is presented in [13]. A framework of classification is proposed which broadly classifies PLS techniques into two classes; signal-tointerference-plus-noise (SINR) based approach and complexity-based approach. In the
end, recently emerging applications of PLS are highlighted. In [14], PLS research and
developments are approached from an interesting viewpoint of optimization and signal
processing. A detailed classification of different optimization approaches is presented.
PLS techniques for satellite communication and satellite-based IoT are presented in [15].
Different architectures for security are presented and compared. Finally, a review of different DM techniques for PLS are presented in [16]. As this paper was published back in
2016, there has been major developments since that time. A summary of existing surveys
and their contributions are highlighted in Table 1.
1.2 Contributions

Initially conceived in [28], DM techniques have now matured to the point of practical
realization [29–31]. Data security in DM is achieved by transmitting non-encrypted data
(plaintext) along a-priori known direction of intended receiver (IR) and encrypted data
(ciphertext) along eavesdroppers. Ciphertext is phase-amplitude distorted version of
data for which PHY layer parameters like space, time, frequency, phase and polarization
can be exploited. This concise understanding has led to comprehensive classification
framework of DM techniques in our paper.
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Table 1 Existing surveys
Survey

Publication

Year of
Main focus
publication

[8]

IEEE Communications Magazine

2015

Information-theoretic physical layer security for heterogeneous networks, massive
MIMO and millimeter wave

[9]

IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials

2017

Multiple antenna physical layer security
techniques and transmit beamforming
designs

[10]

IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials

2017

Physical layer security technologies and
challenges for next generation wireless
networks

[11]

IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications

2018

Information-theoretic data confidentiality for massive MIMO, millimeter wave
communication, heterogeneous networks
and NOMA

[12]

IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials

2019

Security vulnerabilities and threats in 5G
and post-5G communication networks and
future research directions

[13]

IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials

2019

Framework of classification of security
techniques based on SINR and complexitybased approaches

[14]

IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials

2019

Optimization and signal processing techniques for physical layer security

[15]

IEEE Internet of Things Journal

2020

Physical layer security techniques for satellite based internet-of-things

[16]

International journal of microwave and
wireless technologies

2016

Review of developments in directional
modulation technologies

This work

Survey and classification framework of
directional modulation techniques for PLS
of wireless communication networks

Following are the major contributions of our paper:
(1) An updated survey focusing on the recent developments in DM for secure next
generation wireless networks is presented.
(2) The analysis of DM from three different PLS viewpoints (communications, information-theory and cryptography) is presented, their differences are highlighted and
the need for an integrated PLS approach is emphasized.
(3) A systematic classification framework for DM has been presented in which the primary categories are based upon the dimensional capability for security,
i.e. angular DM (one-dimensional) and range-angular DM (two-dimensional). Moreover, secondary classification is done using the underlying PHY layer parameter exploited
to achieve PLS, i.e. space, time, frequency, phase and polarization. As the proposed
framework is generic and flexible, future developments can benefit from it as they are
very likely to fall under one or a combination of these classifications.

1.3 Organization of paper

The organization of our paper is shown in Fig. 1. An introduction is provided in Sect. 1.
Section 2 outlines three different paradigms of PLS that are prevalent for the study of
DM. In Sect. 3, the classification framework for DM techniques is presented and its
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Fig. 1 Organization of the paper

relevance is discussed. Current limitations and possible research directions are pointed
out in Sect. 4. The paper ends with a conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Physical layer security—three different paradigms
There are three paradigms for studying PLS techniques; communications, informationtheoretic and cryptographic paradigms. When viewed from the perspective of DM,
however, each paradigm has fundamentally the same objective, i.e. transmission of
information to IR and preventing eavesdropping by an adversary. Nevertheless, each
paradigm has independently evolved and adopted different set of tools for analysis and
evaluation of PLS as discussed in this section.
2.1 Communications paradigm

In this approach, wireless communication based tools and techniques are adopted. There
are two categories of metrics which are used to measure PLS from communications paradigm: error-based and signal strength-based metrics. The most commonly used errorbased parameters are bit error rate (BER), symbol error rate (SER), root mean-squared
error (RMSE) and error vector magnitude (EVM). These metrics are probabilistic measure of erroneously received symbols and deviation from original transmitted symbols.
Naturally, it is desirable to maintain minimum error magnitude along the direction of
legitimate user and maximum error along all the undesired directions for preventing the
access of information to eavesdropper. All the communications-inspired optimization
approaches, therefore, aim to maximize error probability (implicitly assumed proportional to PLS) in the undesired directions while keeping its value minimum along the
intended receiver. On the other hand, signal-strength based parameters such as signalto-noise ratio (SNR), SINR and power patterns of radiating elements are maximized in
the direction of legitimate user for good reception of signal, while maintaining them low
in the unintended directions (Fig. 2).
In communications approach, direct concern with SNR is natural as transmitted signal is distorted by addition of channel noise and multipath effects. However, in cryptographic approach, which is mainly implemented at application layer, performance
analysis is carried out assuming zero noise (infinite SNR). Another clear distinction between this approach and cryptography is that high SER does not necessarily
imply strong encryption, as recently shown in [22] by analyzing DM as block encryption cipher. This result indicates contradiction between communications approach and
cryptographic paradigm. This also necessitates bridging the gap between these two
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Fig. 2 Three different viewpoints (communications, information-theoretic and cryptographic
encryption) from which the physical layer security of directional modulation techniques is studied are
highlighted. Moreover, different parameters that are used by each approach are summarized

paradigms for an integrated PLS approach as the basic objective of all the approaches is
the same, i.e. to provide communication security at physical layer.

2.2 Information‑theoretic paradigm

The information-theoretic paradigm is fundamentally inspired by Shannon’s perfect
secrecy characterization [17] and Wyner’s wiretap channel model [18]. In wiretap channel model, data encoding at transmitter and subsequent decoding at receiver are permitted. However, it is assumed that these encoding–decoding operations are known to
eavesdropper as well. Moreover, information-theoretic treatment of PLS takes advantage of ubiquitous channel noise that is inherent part of the system. The physical channel
from sender to eavesdropper is assumed to possess higher noise compared to the channel from sender to legitimate user, which most often is the case. The encoder is designed
to maximize transmission rate for legitimate receiver, while minimizing it (ideally to
zero) for eavesdropper. The idea was readily applied to secure space–time communication [32]. Later on, the analysis was extended to multi-antenna wiretap channel [33],
multiple-input single-output multiple-eavesdropper (MISOME) [34], and multiple-input
multiple-output multiple-eavesdropper (MIMOME) [35] scenarios with the assumption
that channel matrices are fixed and known at all nodes. A generalization to arbitrary
number of MIMO antennas for Gaussian wiretap channel is presented in [36]. For simplification of analysis, it is assumed that the channel states of receiver and eavesdropper
are known to transmitter.
As far as DM techniques are concerned, conventional information-theoretic treatment of PLS is not directly applicable due to three major differences. Firstly, there is predominantly no encoding of information bits at DM transmitters in the known direction
of receiver. Secondly, directional-modulated signals do not require decoding at legitimate receiver since plaintext is received in that direction. Finally, information-theoretic
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assumption of known channel conditions at the terminals is not fulfilled. A DM transmitter only requires spatial angular and/or spatial range information of legitimate user,
while the direction of eavesdropper (a passive observer in this case) remains completely
unknown. These fundamental differences suggest that DM PLS is inherently dissimilar
to information-theoretic PLS. Nonetheless, as the literature suggests, DM researchers
have borrowed information-theoretic performance metrics, such as, secrecy capacity
and secrecy outage probability for security evaluation. In communications approach,
channel characteristics like SNR and SINR are directly used for quantification of communication security; while in information-theoretic analysis of DM, these parameters
are indirectly used by deriving secrecy capacity and secrecy outage probability in terms
of SNR and SINR.
Moreover, information-theoretic paradigm is diametrically opposed to cryptographic
treatment of DM security in which more strict conditions of ideal and noiseless channel
conditions are assumed. With zero channel noise, SNR is ideally infinite. This assumption violates wiretap channel approach, the very fundamental assumption of which is
that the channel from sender to adversary is noisier than from sender to receiver. By
assuming noiseless channel conditions, the inherent encryption strength of DM technique is quantified without the effect of any external factors like channel noise, intersymbol interference, multi-path effects and many other realistic phenomena which
are completely ignored in cryptographic treatment because they also contribute to
randomness.
2.3 Cryptographic paradigm

The cryptographic paradigm of information security is based on complexity-based
assumption that certain nonlinear mathematical functions are difficult to invert. Subsequently, encryption algorithms are designed using hard-to-compute mathematical
operations. Symmetric-key cryptosystem is one such encryption mechanism which uses
same keys both for encryption and decryption [37]. There are five main components
of any modern symmetric-key cryptosystem; plaintext (P), ciphertext (C), encryption
(E), decryption (D), and a set of keys (K) that are used for encryption and decryption
operations. Plaintext is the original message in non-encrypted form. Ciphertext is the
encrypted message obtained after applying encryption algorithm on plaintext. Decryption is the process of recovering the original message at receiver using the keys. Rivet
Shamir Adelman (RSA) [38], improved data-encryption standard (DES) [39] and
advanced encryption standard (AES) [40] are famous cryptosystems which are widely
used for information security.
When DM techniques are analyzed from cryptographic viewpoint, certain PHY layer
mappings are required [22]. Plaintext is the set of baseband symbols intended for transmission along legitimate receiver only. Ciphertext is the phase-amplitude distorted version of symbols transmitted along the direction of adversary. Encryption algorithm is the
PHY layer mechanism that is used to achieve PLS. Decryption is performed by adversary in an effort to extract useful information from ciphertext. The IR does not require
decryption as plaintext is transmitted in that direction. Finally, the unique set of values
generated by modulation of PHY layer parameter in DM is analogous to cryptographic
key.
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In cryptographic analysis of DM, completely noiseless physical channel is assumed
and encryption strength is evaluated by measuring randomness introduced solely by the
DM mechanism. This implies that the basic parameters of other two paradigms (i.e. SNR
and channel capacity) are ideally infinite. This assumption violates information-theoretic
wiretap channel approach, the very fundamental assumption of which is that the channel from sender to adversary noisier than sender to receiver channel. There has been
an effort to combine the two paradigms by cryptographic treatment of wiretap channel [41]. However, these paradigms remain predominantly independent. Moreover,
cryptographic approach has its own unique statistical tools for evaluation of encryption strength which are more rigorous in terms of randomness evaluation and should
be combined with modern PLS research. The most commonly used encryption strength
evaluation tools are Statistical Test Suite (STS) [42], Dieharder battery of tests [43] and
TestU01 [44].
2.3.1 Physical layer randomness

There has been an effort to unite the cryptographic paradigm with communications
approach [22]. Physical Layer Randomness (PLR) is one such parameter that offers a
common framework for direct comparison of encryption strength of PLS systems and
cryptographic ciphers. STS is a package devised by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) that is used for measuring the encryption strength of chiphertext
after applying the candidate encryption algorithm [45]. It comprises of 15 standard randomness tests. Each test checks bit-level stream of data for the presence of any pattern
that can render the data non-random. It is done by comparing the ciphertext with truly
random sequences and probabilistic measure of randomness is evaluated in terms of
p-value for each test [46]. The tests performed are; Frequency Monobits Test (FT), Block
Frequency Test (BF), Runs Test (RN), Longest Runs of Ones in a Block Test (LR), Binary
Matrix Rank Test (RK), Discrete Fourier Transform Test (DT), Non-Overlapping Template Matching Test (NO), Overlapping Template Matching Test (OV), Universal Statistical Test (US), Linear Complexity Test (LC), Serial Test (ST), Approximate Entropy Test
(AE), Cumulative Sums Test (CS), Random Excursion Test (RE) and Random Excursion
Variant Test (RV).
Based on statistical hypothesis testing, null and alternative hypotheses are formulated. Null hypothesis implies that the ciphertext is random and hence cryptographically strong. Alternative hypothesis is that the data is non-random hence susceptible to
eavesdropping. Each randomness test is assigned a p-value [47] as; PF, PB, PR, PL, PK,
PD, PN, PO, PU, PC, PT, PA, PS, PE and PV. Based on NIST’s recommendations, if p-value
for any test is less than 0.01, ciphertext is weakly encrypted and alternative hypothesis
is accepted. On the other hand, if p-value is greater than 0.01, null hypothesis is true
and the ciphertext is strongly random. After obtaining the p-values, ranks are assigned
to each p-value, as shown in Table 2. The arithmetic sum of all the ranks is defined as
PLR, i.e. randomness at PHY layer. PLR serves twofold purpose; analysis of encryption
strength of PHY layer techniques and its comparison with strong encryption algorithms
like AES [48]. This is the only cryptographic randomness tool available today which is
directly applicable to PLS techniques and provides encryption comparison with traditional cryptosystems.
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Table 2 Classification of p-values into PLR ranks
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

PLR Rank
ζ=5

ζ=4

ζ=3

ζ=2

ζ=1

ζ=F

Range of p-values
p − value ≥ 0.5

0.4 ≤ p − value < 0.5

0.3 ≤ p − value < 0.4

0.2 ≤ p − value < 0.3

0.01 ≤ p − value < 0.2

p − value < 0.01

Description
Extremely strongly passed
Strongly passed
Moderately passed
Satisfactorily passed
Barely passed
Failed

3 Classification of DM security techniques
In this section, a systematic framework for the classification of DM techniques
has been presented. Based on PLS dimensional capability, these techniques can be
broadly divided into two categories; angular and range-angular DM. The former provides security only along spatial angular direction, while the latter secures data with
respect to both angular direction and range (distance) from transmitter. Accordingly,
they can also be called one dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D) DM. These
techniques are further classified based on the under-lying PHY layer mechanism used
to achieve security. For instance, space, time and frequency are some of the commonly used PHY layer parameters. This idea is elaborated in the form of a taxonomy
in Fig. 3. We will refer to this figure whenever required. Finally, PLS analysis of DM
from three different security viewpoints (as discussed in Sect. 2) and application specific comparisons are provided in respective subsections.

3.1 Angular (1D) DM techniques

Angular DM techniques provide directional encryption of data only along one spatial dimension, i.e. angular direction, hence, also called 1D techniques. The nondistorted constellation of symbols (i.e. plaintext) is transmitted along pre-specified
angular direction in which legitimate receiver is located. It is important to mention
here that the spatial angular direction of intended receiver should be known at the
transmit side before transmission. A conventional phased array transmitter is shown
in Fig. 4. Alice wants to transmit a message to Bob located along an angular direction
θIR. The phase shifter of each transmit branch is compensated by adjusting β to direct
the main lobe in the direction of Bob. Power amplifier (PA) amplifies the signal before
feeding to respective antenna for transmission. In this way, original message is transmitted along Bob’s direction. An eavesdropper located outside the narrow beam of
main lobe receives distorted symbols through antenna sidelobes. However, an eavesdropper can easily extract intelligible information from the transmitted data by using
direction of arrival (DOA) techniques because all the symbols are distorted in a similar fashion from one symbol to another. Therefore, a typical phased array transmitter
does not provide any security at PHY layer.
Depending upon the under-lying PHY layer parameter used, angular DM techniques can be classified into several sub-categories. The commonly used parameters
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Fig. 3 Taxonomy of directional modulation techniques for physical layer security against passive
eavesdropping. This figure captures the essence of the framework proposed in this paper. It categorizes
directional modulation techniques into two broad categories; angular and range-angular DM. Angular
DM techniques secure data only along spatial angular direction, while range-angular DM techniques
transmit secure data along spatial angular direction within specified spatial range of intended receiver.
The sub-categorization has been done based on the under-lying physical layer parameter used to
achieve security; space, time, frequency, phase and polarization

Fig. 4 The transmit architecture of a conventional phased array is shown in this figure. It is shown that
conventional array transmits phase and amplitude distorted (but predictable) version of original constellation
transmitted by Alice (which was intended for Bob)

in DM literature are space, time, frequency, phase and polarization. While these
parameters are independently tuned to obtain the desired modulation, a combination
of multiple parameters can also be used. In this section, a summary of the analysis
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Table 3 Secure communication using angular directional modulation
Paper

Description

Communications
parameters

–

Information-theoretic Cryptographic
measures
strength

Spatial angular DM
[22]

DM as block ciphers

–

PLR

[49]

Antenna subset modu- SER
lation

–

–

[50]

Antenna subset modu- SER
lation

Secrecy capacity

–

[51]

Low-complexity ASM

BER

Secrecy capacity

–

[52]

Eavesdropper attack
on ASM

SER, SNR

–

–

[53]

Iterative FFT-based ASMSER, beampatterns

–

–

[54]

Random ASM for
vehicular networks

–

Secrecy throughput

–

[55]

Multi-antenna DM for
vehicular networks

–

Secrecy rate

–

[56]

ASM as block encryption cipher

SER

–

PLR

[57]

Hamming distance
–
maximization for ASM

–

PLR

[58]

Switched-antenna array BER, RMSE
for DM

–

–

[59]

Switched-phased array BER
architecture

Secrecy capacity

–

[60]

Silent antenna hopping BER

Secrecy capacity

–

[61]

Linear sparse array
based DM

SER, SLL

–

–

[62]

Convex optimization
assisted LSA

BER, pattern beamwidth–

–

[63]

Fourier network based BER, power pattern
circular array for DM

–

–

[64]

DM using retrodirective BER, power pattern
antenna array

–

–

[65]

Demonstration of
EVM, power measure- –
71 GHz directional PHY ments
layer secure link

–

[66]

Near-field direct
antenna modulation

–

–

[67]

Transmitter architec- BER, data constellations –
ture demonstration of
NFDAM

–

[68]

Multiple antenna
BER, beam pattern
array based positional
modulation

–

–

[69]

Metasurface based
BER, beam pattern
positional modulation

–

–

[70]

Intelligent reflecting
–
surfaces for multipath
DM

Secrecy rate

–

[78]

Time-modulated 4D
array

–

–

[79]

Hybrid DM and beam- BER
forming for 4D arrays

–

–

[80]

Time-modulation basedBER
vectors for 4D array

–

–

[81]

Pulse sequence optimi- Fidelity rate, BER
zation for TMA

–

–

BER

Temporal angular DM
BER, power patterns
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Table 3 (continued)
Paper

Description

Communications
parameters

Information-theoretic Cryptographic
measures
strength

[82]

Experimental assessment of time-modulated DM

Fidelity rate, BER

–

–

[83]

Time-modulated DM
for OFDM transmitter

BER

–

–

[84]

Multi-carrier TMA

BER

–

–

[85]

Random sub-carrier
selection for DM

SINR

Secrecy rate

–

[86]

DFT-based multi-direc- Power pattern
tional DM

Secrecy rate

–

[87]

Phased array based
BER
directional modulation

–

–

[88]

Demonstration of
phased array DM

BER, normalized pattern –

–

[89]

Pattern-reconfigurable BER
DM

–

–

[90]

Dual-beam DM architecture

BER

–

–

[91]

Hybrid MIMO and
phased array DM

BER

Secrecy capacity

–

[92]

Phased array transmit- SER
ter using polygon
construction

–

–

[93]

Polarization state based SER
PLS

–

–

[94]

Crossed-dipole array
based DM

SER

–

–

[95]

Directional polarization SER
modulation

–

–

[96]

Angular DM using
polarization sensitive
array

Secrecy capacity

–

Frequency angular DM

Phase angular DM

Polarization angular DM

SER

Fig. 5 Transmitter architecture of a typical angular DM for antenna subset based transmission is shown. Data
constellations transmitted by Alice are correctly received in the direction of Bob. In the direction of
Eve, however, constellations are distorted and randomly distributed
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Table 4 Application specific comparison of angular DM techniques
S.no

Description

Applications

Spatial angular DM
1

Switched-phased array architectures: ASM
Switched-phased array DM architec[49–51, 53–55], SPA [58, 59], SAH [60], LSA [61] tures are well-suited for secure angular
[62], demonstration of 71 GHz secure link [65] point-to-point wireless communication.
Low-complexity and ease of implementation are two major advantages

2

Cryptography-inspired analysis of DM [22]
[56], and cryptographic array optimization of
ASM [57]

Focussed on cryptographic analysis and
optimization of DM arrays. SLL optimization is shown to be ineffective. The need
for an integrated security approach for
PLS techniques is emphasized

3

Fourier network based circular array for DM
[63]

It provides an added advantage of
secure beamsteering along two
angular directions, i.e. along elevation
and azimuth, for more precise and
secure transmission at the expense of
increased complexity

4

DM using retrodirective antenna array [64]

Feasible for more than one user
positioned along different angular
directions, providing multi-directional
security

5

Near-field direct antenna modulation
(NFDAM) [66, 67]

Recommended for single antenna
based point-to-point secure angular
directional communication. Requires
switching control circuitry of varactors
and switches placed in the near-field of
antenna

6

Multiple antenna arrays based positional
modulation [68, 69]

Multiple antenna arrays positioned at
different angular directions are required.
Overcomes the issue of security breach
in case eavesdropper is spatially close
to legitimate user, but at the expense of
higher complexity. Not feasible for situations in which multiple arrays cannot
be placed at multiple spatial positions

7

Intelligent reflecting surfaces for multipath
DM [70]

Intelligent reflecting surfaces are used
to create multipath transmission. Suited
for multipath DM applications

Temporal angular DM
8

Time-modulated array for angular DM [78–82] Antenna array is modulated with
respect to sub-slots of time. Major
advantage is that hardware level
changes in conventional phased array
transmitter architecture are not required

9

Multi-carrier TMA [83] [84]

Proposed for angular directional security
of OFDM transmitter [83], and antenna
level multi-carrier TMA [84]

10

Random sub-carrier selection for DM [85]

Secures OFDM architecture with respect
to angular transmission

11

DFT-based multi-directional DM [86]

Provides multi-directional secure OFDM
transmission capability

Phased array transmitter [87–89, 91, 92]

Secures transmission by phase control
of antenna array. Major drawback is
compromised directivity due to misalignment of array phases

Frequency angular DM

Phase angular DM
12
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Table 4 (continued)
S.no

Description

Applications

13

Dual-beam phased array [90]

Uses two beams for directional transmission of data symbols. Provides better
security than phased array transmitter
with reduced antenna elements

Polarization state based angular DM [93–96]

Transmission is both directionally secure
and polarization sensitive. Useful for
dual-polarized secure satellite applications

Polarization Angular DM
14

of angular DM techniques from three security viewpoints is presented in Table 3
and application specific comparison is provided in Table 4.
3.1.1 Spatial angular DM

In this class of DM, spatial switching is performed at antenna level. Since space is the
fundamental parameter that is used to secure data along angular direction, it is called
spatial angular DM. Although the basic idea behind space angular DM using switched
spaced antennas dates back to as early as 1990 [30], it did not see any practical interest
due to technological limitations. Over the last decade, however, there has been a lot of
developments on this concept. Broadly speaking, the spatial switching can be performed
either by switching the antenna itself [49–77] or by switching the elements surrounding the antenna (thus by varying the near-field electromagnetic boundary conditions).
In [16], authors have classified the former as excitation-reconfigurable and latter as radiator-reconfigurable DM. This classification marks the fundamental difference between
these two techniques, i.e. whether transmitter changes antenna excitation by switching antenna elements or by switching the scatterers surrounding the antenna. However,
both of them still fall under the space angular DM in our classification because both
techniques essentially achieve PLS by switching of spatial elements.
Antenna subset modulation (ASM) is one such DM technique that modulates randomly selected antenna subset for every symbol transmission [49]. A typical ASM transmitter architecture is shown in Fig. 5. As ASM was originally proposed for phase shift
keying (PSK), the phase shifters generate not only the desired symbol’s phase but also
adjust inter-element phase differences. The signal is then amplified by respective PA of
each branch. Before feeding the amplified power to antennas, high speed RF switches
are used to select random configuration of antenna elements that is modulated at symbol rate. The resulting beamform transmit non-encrypted data along angular direction
of Bob and encrypted data along the directions of eavesdropper. There are two ways in
which antenna subsets can be selected; randomized antenna subset selection (RASS)
and optimized antenna subset selection (OASS). The former technique randomly selects
configuration of antennas, while the latter uses side-lobe level (SLL) optimized subsets.
It has been shown that OASS performs better than RASS in terms of SER [50]. ASM has
been analyzed from two different paradigms using the metrics of SER and secrecy capacity. A low-complexity architecture for ASM reduces its complexity by making it compatible with baseband modulation architectures [51]. In [52], a passive eavesdropper attack
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is lodged on ASM. It is shown that a team of eavesdroppers situated at multiple spatial
locations can make an estimate of original data. However,this approach is impractical
as large number of spatially distributed eavesdroppers are required for such an attack.
Iterative fast-Fourier transform (FFT) based selection of antenna subsets is shown to
reduce the complexity of antenna subset selection procedure [53]. The concept of ASM
for PLS has also been extended to vehicular networks for secure vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communication [54, 55]. The possibility of integration of large scale antenna elements onto a single chip at millimeter wave makes it practically realizable.
A recent development proposes to analyze the PLS of ASM using cryptographyinspired tools. After certain PHY layer mappings, the encryption strength of ASM has
been evaluated in terms of PLR [56]. Contrary to [50], it is shown that SLL optimized
OASS although performs better than RASS in terms of SER and secrecy capacity, OASS
has rather adverse effects on encryption strength due to significant reduction of antenna
subset combinations. Alternatively, randomness-driven approach of hamming distance
maximization between successively used antenna subsets is proposed in [57]. Cryptographic PLR of hamming distance maximization has been shown to outperform SLL
OASS optimization.
Switched-phased array (SPA) is another spatial angular DM [58, 59] which closely
resembles ASM architecture but with two subtle differences:
(1) Unlike SPA, ASM does not use baseband modulation. The modulation of symbols
is performed at passband.
(2) In ASM, fixed number of antenna elements are turned on for every symbol transmission, while SPA uses variable number of switched antenna elements.
A similar architecture of silent antenna hopping (SAH) randomly turns off only one
antenna element for secure PHY layer transmission [60]. Its performance has been evaluated only from communications perspective in terms of SER. Linear sparse array (LSA)
carefully optimizes array thinning ratio with respect to SLL for selection of optimum
number of active antenna elements [61]. The major difference between LSA and previous switched array architectures is the number of active elements. Convex-optimization
has been applied to LSA for better BER performance [62]. The concept of DM has been
extended to circular arrays by using Fourier feeding network [63]. Circular DM arrays
have added advantage of beamsteering in two angular directions, i.e. along elevation and
azimuth. Another interesting development combines DM with retrodirective array for
secure PHY layer transmission [64]. A practical demonstration of secure DM link operating at 71–76 GHz is presented in [65].
All the techniques discussed above so far were excitation-reconfigurable. On the other
hand, radiator-reconfigurable space angular DM performs switching of passive elements like varactors or high speed RF switches placed around the antenna [66]. It is also
called near-field direct antenna modulation (NFDAM), as the near-field electromagnetic
boundary conditions are constantly changed by the high speed switching of radiators. As
a consequence, PLS is achieved effectively by modulated far-field radiation pattern due
to near-field switching in the vicinity of antenna. Practical realization of this architecture
is presented in [67].
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Fig. 6 In this figure, three broad categories of optimization approaches for increasing the physical layer
security of directional modulation techniques available in the literature are summarized. The optimization
goal from communications’ paradigm is to increase symbol error rate in the direction of eavesdropper.
Information-theoretic optimization maximizes the channel secrecy in the undesired directions. Finally,
cryptographic viewpoint proposes physical layer randomness driven synthesis of directional modulation

One of the major limitations of angular DM techniques is that the legitimate user and
adversary must be positioned along different angular directions. To make things worse,
the direction of adversary always remains unknown since it is assumed to be passively
eavesdropping. Authors in [68] have devised a new approach to overcome this issue by
using multiple antenna arrays positioned at different spatial locations. It is called positional modulation. However, it comes at the cost of increased number of arrays which
can be highly undesirable in certain applications. Alternatively, metasurface based positional modulation tries to cater for this issue by creating multipath communication
channels through low-cost flexible reflecting surfaces [69]. Another interesting development is the use of intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) to create multipath for enhanced
secrecy rate [70]. A detailed comparison along with performance metrics of angular DM
techniques is provided in Table 3.
Different optimization approaches for spatial angular DM techniques are shown in
Fig. 6. The most commonly used optimization approach in literature aims at increasing SER in unwanted directions of eavesdropper by SLL reduction. Different algorithms
used for this purpose are; Boolean differential evolution algorithm [71], genetic algorithm (GA) [72], decimal GA [73], dynamic programming for unequally spaced arrays
[74, 75], simulated annealing [76] and iterative convex optimization for multi-beam formation [77]. All these optimization algorithms are formulated purely from communications and information-theoretic paradigms, i.e. they are SNR-driven techniques. The
goal of these techniques is to minimize the transmitted signal power in the direction
of eavesdropper. Cryptographic randomness-driven synthesis of antenna arrays is presented in [57]. It proposes to increase the encryption strength by minimizing the correlation between successively used antennas subsets.
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3.1.2 Temporal angular DM

The basic idea behind temporal angular DM is to divide the symbol duration into subslots of timing sequences and antenna array is modulated with respect to sub-slots of
time. These techniques, also known as time-modulated array (TMA), are summarized
in Tables 3 and 4. Based on TMA, a 4D antenna array has been proposed which uses
time as the fourth dimension [78]. It has been demonstrated to achieve secure DM beam
using BER and power patterns. One of the major challenges associated with 4D arrays
is undesirably high SLL radiated power. This challenge has been addressed by designing optimized time sequences for SLL reduction [79]. The performance of 4D array is
further enhanced by generating time-modulation based vector which provides improvement by distorting the vector information in the undesired directions [80]. The proposed
design has been validated by hardware implementation and BER measurements.
Binary GA based synthesis of optimized on–off pulse sequence for TMA is proposed
in [81]. It aims at maximizing distortion along the undesired directions. Subsequently,
it was experimentally verified and its performance was quantified using fidelity rate to
measure the amount of signal distortion and BER [82]. In [83], authors have combined
TMA with traditional orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) architecture
to add another layer of security at physical interface. It performs better than OFDM in
terms of BER, making it more secure against eavesdropping. Recently, multi-carrier DM
based on careful design of time switching sequence of TMA has been proposed [84]. It
achieves multi-carrier PLS at antenna level, unlike OFDM based TMA [83] in which is
multi-carrier part is implemented at digital baseband.
3.1.3 Frequency angular DM

Frequency angular DM techniques use frequency parameter for achieving directional
security. In [85], random subcarrier selection (RSCS) based DM for OFDM architecture
has been proposed. The proposed scheme randomly modulates the subcarrier frequency
for every symbol transmission after beam alignment along the required direction. The
performance has been indicated in terms of SINR and secrecy rate. Discrete-Fourier
transform (DFT) based angular DM is demonstrated to provide multi-directional secure
communication for OFDM [86]. The DFT algorithm efficiently divides the antenna array
to form multiple orthogonal sub-beams. Performance is measured in terms of power
levels and average secrecy rate.
3.1.4 Phase angular DM

The phase dimension of antenna array can also be exploited to create DM at PHY layer
[87]. In this technique, the phases are randomly adjusted when creating a directional
beam towards the intended receiver. This architecture has been practically verified by
authors in [88]. The idea is further extended to DM beamsteering of pattern-reconfigurable arrays [89]. A similar approach modulates the in-phase and quadrature-phase signals separately and use two separate antennas for each component. It effectively uses
dual-beam for transmission of every symbol [90]. Furthermore, a hybrid technique of
MIMO phased array is presented in [91] and polygon construction of DM phased array
in [92].
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3.1.5 Polarization angular DM

The use of polarization dimension for DM was first explored in [93]. In this approach,
confidential information is concealed in carrier’s polarization state. Crossed-dipole
based antenna array implementation is presented in [94], in which orthogonally polarized carrier signals are transmitted at the same frequency but with different polarization states, effectively doubling the channel capacity. In [95], a directional polarization
modulation architecture is presented for secure dual polarized satellite communication.
Another recent development is polarization sensitive array (PSA) based angular DM
[96]. The eavesdropper needs to estimate the exact polarization of the transmitter along
with other DM parameters in order to recover originally transmitted signal.
3.2 Range‑angular (2D) DM techniques

One of the interesting developments in DM is the exploitation of physical layer in such
a way as to create two-fold security. The transmitted data is encrypted along two spatial dimensions, i.e. along range and angle. Accordingly, non-encrypted data is received
only along pre-specified angular direction of receiver which has to be located at apriori-known distance range from the transmitter. The added layer of security in range
dimension renders it more secure against eavesdropper compared to angular DM. For
an eavesdropper to receive the original data, it has to be located not only along a certain direction but also at certain range from the transmitter, which is practically highly
unlikely and difficult for eavesdropper. In the literature, frequency diverse array (FDA)
and several of its variants have been proposed for secure range-angular DM [97]-[116].
FDA works at the core of all these methods. In our paper, we have classified these techniques based on the fundamental parameters which are being used to achieve PLS,
namely; space, time, frequency and polarization. The detailed classification of 2D DM
is shown in Fig. 3. An analysis from three security viewpoints is summarized in Table 5
and application specific comparison of these techniques in provided in Table 6.

3.2.1 Frequency range‑angular DM

Originally inspired from radar signal processing, FDA exploits frequency dimension of
PHY layer. In this approach, frequency increments are applied across the elements of the
phased array. The resulting beampattern is a function of spatial range, spatial direction
and time. One of the major issues in FDA is coupling of angle and range in far-field. This
issue has been resolved by using nonlinear frequency increments [97]. However, performance evaluation has been conducted purely from communications paradigm using
SINR, probability of detection and BER metrics. In FDA, it is highly desirable to achieve
narrow-beam in the desired direction for minimum probability of eavesdropping. For
this purpose, a narrower dot-shaped beampattern synthesis approach is presented in
[98]. Range and angular power beampatterns are used to demonstrate the effectiveness
of this approach.
Later on, the directional capability of FDA was extended by combining weighted fractional Fourier transform (WFRFT) with FDA [99]. It has the unique advantage over
previous techniques as it can provide simultaneous multi-user secure communication. A similar approach uses singular value decomposition (SVD) to achieve the same
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Table 5 Secure communication using range-angular DM techniques
Paper Description

Communications parameters

Informationtheoretic
measures

Cryptographic
strength

Frequency range-angular DM
[97]

DM using frequency diverse
array

SINR, probability of detection,
BER

–

–

[98]

Dot-shaped beampattern synthesis of FDA

Beampatterns

–

–

[99]

WFRFT-aided multi-directional
FDA

BER, robustness

Secrecy rate

–

[100]

SVD-aided multi-directional FDA

BER

Secrecy rate

–

[101]

FDA over Rayleigh fading channel

–

Secrecy capacity, –
secrecy outage
probability

[102]

Frequency diverse subarray for
fixed region beamforming

–

Secrecy rate

[103]

AN-aided FDA over Nakagami-m
fading channel

–

Secrecy capacity –

[104]

Multi-beam FDA based DM

BER

–

–

[105]

Multi-carrier FDA

BER

–

–

[106]

FDA for OFDM transmitter

BER

–

–

[107]

Genetic algorithm assisted
beamforming for FDA

Peak-to-sidelobe ratio, MSE

–

–

[108]

AN-aided random FDA

–

Secrecy capacity –

[109]

FDA using Butler matrix

BER

Secrecy capacity –

[110]

Frequency index modulation
for FDA

Beampatterns

–

–

[111]

Discular FDA

Beampatterns

–

–

–

Temporal range-angular DM
[112]

Time-modulated FDA

BER

–

–

[113]

Time-invariant time-modulated
FDA

BER

–

–

–

Spatial range-angular DM
[114]

Antenna index modulation for
FDA

Beampatterns

–

[115]

Quadrature spatial modulation
based FDA

BER

Capacity analysis –

Polarization range-angular DM
[116]

Polarization sensitive beamform- SINR, beampatterns
ing for FDA

–

–

advantage over conventional FDA [100]. In both these papers, authors have used BER
as well as secrecy capacity for performance analysis. However, cryptographic encryption strength analysis is missing. The derivation of exact expression of secrecy capacity
for FDA and its analysis over Rayleigh fading channel is presented in [101]. This work
has been extended to FDA subarrays for fixed region beamforming [102]. However, it
is shown that Nakagami-m channel model for FDA is more realistic for such scenarios [103]. Recently proposed synthesis approaches use; multi-beam DM synthesis [104]
and logarithmic increments of frequency [105] across the elements of phased array to
achieve higher BER along eavesdropper. FDA has also been combined with existing
OFDM transmitter [106] to provide another layer of security to existing architecture.
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Table 6 Application specific comparison of range-angular DM techniques
S.no

Description

Applications

1

FDA based DM and its variants [97, 98,
101–103, 107–109]

Suitable for point-to-point applications
in which both angular direction and
range of the legitimate user are known
to transmitter

2

Multi-directional FDA [99, 100, 104]

Enhanced directional capability of FDA
is demonstrated. Particularly useful for
multi-user FDA security applications

3

Multi-carrier FDA [105] [106]

Well-suited for integration with OFDM
transmitters

4

Frequency index modulation for FDA
[110]

Decoupling of range and angle is
achieved for better security compared
to simple FDA

5

Discular FDA [111]

Two-dimensional array geometry for
FDA has been proposed. Suitable for
applications in which secure transmission is required in a very narrow region
of interest

6

Time-modulated FDA [112]

Resolves the issue of range-angular
coupling in traditional FDA by timemodulation of antenna array

7

Time-invariant time-modulated FDA
[113]

Logarithmic frequency offsets has been
proposed to mitigate the time-variance
issue associated with conventional FDA

8

Antenna index modulation for FDA
[114]

Antenna array is both spatially modulated and diversified in frequency. This
scheme not only enhances security
but also increases throughput at the
expense of increased receiver complexity

9

Quadrature spatial modulation based
FDA [115]

A combination of QSM and FDA for
enhanced security has been proposed

Frequency range-angular DM

Temporal range-angular DM

Spatial range-angular DM

Polarization range-angular DM
10

Polarization sensitive beamforming for Polarization sensitive FDA technique
FDA [116]
provides not only range-angular
security but also polarization dependent beam. An added complexity is the
polarization control of array

There are several optimization approaches for FDA including; the use of genetic algorithm [107], random FDA for increased artificial noise [108] and Butler matrix for FDA
[109]. The effect of genetic algorithm on FDA has been reflected on increased peak-tosidelobe ratio (PSR) and MSE communications metrics in the undesired directions. The
effect of using random FDA is measured in terms of secrecy capacity. However, Butler
matrix optimization is analyzed in terms of both BER and secrecy capacity.
Another development proposes frequency sub-carrier index modulation for FDA
[110]. The efficacy of proposed technique has been shown by comparing its beampatterns with conventional FDA and random offset based FDA. The advantage of modulating frequency sub-carrier index is decoupled range and angular dimensions. Moreover,
it achieves higher data rates by additional information transmission on frequency offset
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indices. A geometrical variation of FDA, namely discular FDA, proposes the use of
planar disc instead of linear array geometry [111]. In this scheme, frequency offset is
applied radially outwards. It has been shown that such geometry variation results in 3D
dot-shaped beam pattern that can focus energy in a narrow spatial region of interest.
3.2.2 Temporal range‑angular DM

As the name suggests, temporal range-angular DM combines the PHY layer dimension
of time with FDA. In this technique, conventional FDA architecture is integrated with
time-modulated array to create more diverse time-modulated FDA [112]. While this
approach has the unique advantage of enhanced security in range dimension in comparison to simple time-modulated arrays, it also exhibits severe drawback of time-variance
causing the range-angular beampattern to shift over time. This drawback is mitigated
by using logarithmic frequency offsets and multi-carrier frequency offsets [113]. The
resulting beampattern is secure and more robust in terms of time-invariance. The performance analysis of these techniques is limited to BER only as summarized in Table 5.
3.2.3 Spatial range‑angular DM

Antenna index is a spatial dimension which can be exploited and combined with FDA to
create robust DM transmission, as suggested in [114]. In this technique, a time-varying
subset of antenna indices is selected and predefined frequency offsets are applied. One of
the major issues associated with conventional FDA and its frequency variants is rangeangle coupling. In this paper, it is shown that the resulting beampatterns have decoupled
range-angle dimensions (an advantage over conventional FDA). This technique is suggested to be useful for FDA remote sensing applications as well. In [115], a hybrid of
quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) and FDA has been proposed. In this technique,
transmit information vector is mapped to antenna element indices. Moreover, in-phase
and quadrature-phase components are transmitted at slightly different frequencies due
to frequency offset nature of FDA. The resulting beam has secure range-angular DM
properties as indicated by BER and capacity analysis.
3.2.4 Polarization range‑angular DM

The range-angular DM techniques discussed so far utilize one particular antenna
polarization state. However, the concept of FDA can also be combined with polarization dimension for more secure PHY layer data transmission. In fact, authors in [116]
have presented similar idea of PSA based FDA to create polarization sensitive frequency
diverse array (PSFDA). It has been shown through simulations that PSFDA provides
lower SINR in the unwanted directions compared to conventional FDA.

4 Limitations, challenges and research directions
Although DM is a promising technology for secure future wireless communication networks, there are several limitations and challenges which need to be addressed as discussed below:
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4.1 Angular DM techniques

The basic assumption in angular DM techniques is that eavesdropper is spatially located
outside the main beam of antenna [50]. However, if eavesdropper is somehow located
inside the main lobe of transmitter, angular DM techniques tend to fail. These techniques are successful only when augmented with security techniques of higher layers of
communication protocol stack. Therefore, angular DM cannot completely replace baseband cryptographic encryption. However, architectural improvements on existing angular techniques and combining them with low cost cryptosystems can sufficiently reduce
computational overheads associated with baseband encryption.
Another supposition is that the spatial direction of legitimate user with respect to
transmitter is perfectly known. However, this may not be true in practical scenarios.
The impact of imperfect angular estimation on the performance of spatial and DM techniques is studied in [118]. It is shown that imperfect angle estimation (IAE) implicates
higher SNR requirement to achieve stable secrecy rate along the direction of eavesdropper. This issue merits further study. Moreover, this effect needs to be incorporated in
future research.
SLL optimized antenna arrays have rather adverse effects on encryption strength,
as shown in [56]. Although it has long been assumed in the literature that high SER is
equivalent to high data security from communications perspective, this viewpoint is
incompatible with cryptographic paradigm which is based on rigorous randomness
driven analyses. Resolution of this conflict would be a critical and important step for
unification of these security paradigms.
Practical implementation and evaluation of angular DM techniques is another research
direction. There are no limitations in terms of electronics as high speed RF switches and
other components at millimeter wave are readily available. Despite that, practical characterization and field testing of these techniques has not been conducted for most of the
recently proposed schemes. Future developments in this direction is important because
DM is one of the promising candidates for low-cost PLS deployment in 5G networks.
From the paradigm of cryptography, randomness-driven synthesis of angular DM
techniques is a promising approach for attaining higher communication security.
As summarized in Table 4, there has been very little research in this direction. An
examination of existing angular DM techniques from cryptographic perspective is
required for an integrated PLS treatment.
Finally, physical limitations of angular DM techniques are another topic which merits
further study. Associated with each antenna array, there are certain physical limitations
beyond which the ideal assumptions fail to exist. There has been no research for accessing the physical limitations of angular DM.
4.2 Range‑angular DM techniques

The study of range-angular DM is restricted only to communications and informationtheoretic paradigms as evident in Table 5. Commonly used performance metrics in
the literature are BER, SER, SINR and secrecy capacity. There has been no study from
the paradigm of cryptography. With the advent of cryptographic analysis using certain
physical layer mappings [56], adequate cryptographic tools are readily available to PLS
researchers for analysis of range-angular DM techniques from this paradigm.
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Recently, certain suspicions have raised about the security benefits of FDA [117]. It has
been argued that there is a fundamental physical limitation of range dimension in FDA
due to the propagation of secure reception region with time. It has been claimed that
earlier research on FDA has overlooked this effect altogether. Careful examination of
this issue would be an interesting development.
It can be observed in Fig. 3 that, unlike phased array based angular DM, there has been
no study so far on the possibility of phase-variation in FDA. The incorporation of phase
dimension with range-angular DM and its possible implications in terms of security
benefits is an unexplored research avenue. PLS researchers have promising opportunity
in this direction as well.
Finally, there has been very limited hardware validation of range-angular DM techniques. The future deployment of these techniques heavily relies upon their physical characterization, which is mostly limited to theoretical study. Resolution of these
issues is necessary for practical utilization of DM techniques in wireless communication
security.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented recent developments in directional modulation (DM)
techniques for physical layer security (PLS). A new classification framework is proposed
which is based on the extent of directional encryption, i.e. angular (1D) and range-angular (2D). For each category, further classification is performed using the specific physical
layer parameters that are playing their role. DM techniques are studies from communications, information-theoretic and cryptographic paradigms. The subtle differences
between these paradigms are highlighted. It is shown that researchers from these three
fields are independently working on PLS and each one has their own developed set of
tools and approaches which are shown to differ and sometimes contradict each other.
This underscores the importance of unified treatment of PLS approaches. In the end,
existing limitations of DM techniques are pointed out and future research directions are
proposed.
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